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They're back! Rediscover the zaniest characters you've ever met in this best-selling series which

has sold millions worldwide. Bright and charming, with easily recognizable characters and a small

take-along format, Mr. Men and Little Miss books are easy enough for young readers, witty enough

for humor-prone adults, and highly collectible for one and all. Also check your local listings to view

the Mr. Men & Little Miss TV show.Back to the Mr. Men & Little Miss microsite.
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The late Roger Hargreaves created the Mr. Men series for his son, Adam, who currently oversees

the estate and creates illustrations for new Mr. Men books.

See those wrinkles on Mr. Worry's forehead? Those are all caused by him worrying over everything!

If it rains, he worries about his roof leaking but if it doesn't rain he worries that his plants will die.

When he goes shopping, Mr. Worry worries that the shops will close before he gets there and if they

aren't closed he worries about spending too much money! Get the picture?! The worries go on and

on until one day, he meets a kind wizard who tells him to go home and write a list of all his worries.

When that is done, the wizard promises to make sure that none of the things of the list will happen



so Mr. Worry will never have to worry again.What a long list Mr. Worry writes but does it help? Yes!

Mr. Worry actually smiles for the first time in a long time! BUT we all know worriers, don't we and

guess what? Eventually Mr. Worry starts worrying because he has nothing to worry about! AAGH!If

you have a child that likes to worry this would be a great story for them. It's great for all other kids

too to ensure that they don't end up like Mr. Worry!

This fantastic novella details the wild adventures and journeys of one Mr. Noisy in his desperate

attempts to obtain sustenance from those who would begrudge his powerful vocal cords. Replete

with vibrant motifs and a stunning denouement, the reader is swept on a thrilling ride through

Wobbletown and is given a rare glimpse into the lives of its inhabitants. Sometimes charming,

sometimes disturbing, but always unmistakably human, the residents of Wobbletown present us

with a microcosm which could (lo, should) be a paradigm for a society of any scale which strives to

build itself upon a foundation of decency. In his relentless quest for the highly symbolic loaf of bread

and piece of meat, Mr. Noisy will be forced to face not just the prejudices of Mrs. Crumb and Mr.

Bacon, but also the repressed demons of a torturous childhood whose indelible scars will define

both Mr. Noisy and his eternal quest for self-betterment. Seemingly doomed from page one by his

boisterous hubris, Mr. Noisy will stun and delight the reader with his unlikely triumphs over the most

inexorable opponent of all, Nature.

Mr. Fussy is horrible, obsessive, and insists on order in a chaotic world. Like most of the Mr. Men

characters, Mr. Fussy's inability to be direct about his needs and general passive-aggressive

approach to social interaction exacerbates the underlying conflict between himself and his long lost

Aussie cousin, Mr. Clumsy, that is only resolved over time. (As opposed to say, an honest

conversation).Mr. Fussy needs a good therapist and probably some aversion therapy.My kid seems

to enjoy the line drawings and colors, but eventually he decided that he enjoyed the Mr. Clumsy

book better.

I loved this series as a kid and decided to give this particular one to my husband as a sort of gag gift

since he's known for always being the one to excessively worry over everyone. He honestly laughed

and smiled all the way through and kept saying "This is eerie! This is SO me!" Adorable addition to

his portion of our home library and I look forward to one day having the entire collection again.

If you ever get days when you do quite the opposite of what you need to then you can



sympathize!For breakfast, Mr. Muddle spreads the butter on the table, the jam on the plate, then

pours the milk on his bread, fills his cup with sugar and lastly pours the tea on his bread. George, a

local fisherman, after taking Mr. Muddle out fishing finally figures out how to "solve" Mr. Muddles

problems. He tells him to the exact opposite of what he wants doing so that in fact Mr. Muddle does

exactly what George wants him too! When this works George tells everyone so that from then on

Mr. Muddle is actually helpful :)The Mr. Men and Little Miss books are a favorite in this house.

Highly recommended!

Poor Mr. Bounce decides to go visit the doctor to see what can be done to stop his bouncing but

even on his way he trips over a pebble, bounces and ends up being a tennis ball for some players!

Upon finally reaching the doctor's by bouncing through the window, Mr. Bounce lands head first in

Dr. Makeyouwell's cup of coffee. What does the doctor recommend? Do they work? You'll have to

read the book to find out.Great humorous story our kids love.

My sons love all the silly books in these series and even sometimes learn something! Easy to read.

Good pictures. Keeps the kids entertained the whole way through and they have good morals.

My child collects this series of books. Santa brought it and several more for Christmas. Like most of

the Roger Hargreaves books the story is short and simple. Just what we need for an emerging

reader!
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